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ABSTRACT 
 
This paper brings up the issues of how to deal with subjective problems in evolutionary 
computation and what are its potentials and constraints as an alternative design approach. It 
presents a series of experiments that implement different degrees and types of subjectivity, 
starting from a system that allows the user to evaluate the solutions according to his personal 
preferences, through more intelligent systems capable of learning based on the user’s 
choices, up to even more complex systems capable of both learning and recognizing features 
of the initial inputs provided by the user. In each of those cases, it emphasizes the pros and 
cons in terms of two main factors: aesthetics and creativity. It raises the following issues: 
How to define the role of the designer in a computer-driven process? Can it still reflect the 
designer’s unique style or aesthetical preferences? Is computation a limit or a springboard to 
the designer creativity/ innovation? What balance the computer and the designer should have 
in order to achieve an aesthetically pleasing and also challenging or surprising result? 
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INTRODUCTION 
 
The earliest ventures in the field of evolutionary computation were using principles of 
evolution in order to develop optimization tools. It has long been the main research focus of 
implementing evolution into the design domain, sometimes very successful.  
However in the last few years the field of evolutionary computation has seen a resurgence of 
new ideas, where many of them explore how to deal with ill-defined and changing problems. 
“When optima are irrelevant, abilities of evolution to explore possibilities and find creative 
solutions seems unsurpassed” (Bentley and Corne, 2001). Those abilities enabled the 
development of creative evolutionary systems, which nowadays become a research field of 
growing interest. Nevertheless using evolutionary computation not only as an optimization 
tool, but also as a design tool, adds another level of complexity to that problem, provoking 
lots of questions and concerns as well as curiosity and interest. 
There have been many attempts to automate the design process, but they have proven to be 
limited because “it is hard or impossible to design a computational fitness function to fit a 
user's aesthetic preferences.”(Sun, 2009) This led to the development of interactive genetic 



algorithms used as creative design tools, introducing human evaluation to the evolutionary 
process. Because of the subjective matter of a design process, it is difficult to describe and 
implement the ill-defined problems (as for instance aesthetics) to the design process without 
limiting its creativity and novelty. Different approaches to that subject-matter are mentioned 
in the paper in order to explore the issue of how to use evolutionary computation in the 
design in order to achieve innovative, aesthetically pleasing and surprising results. 
   
 
SUBJECTIVITY MATTER IN EVOLUTIONARY DESIGN 
 
1. Basic systems - evolutionary computation with human selection  
“Genetic algorithms are search algorithms based on the mechanisms of natural selection and 
natural genetics. They combine the survival of the fittest among string structures with a 
structured yet randomized information exchange to form a search algorithm with some of the 
innovative flair of human research.”(Goldberg, 1989). Evolutionary computation uses genetic 
algorithms as the key elements in design and implementation, whereas interactive 
evolutionary computation is a general term for evolutionary computation methods that 
optimize a system based on subjective human evaluation. “Usually human evaluation is 
necessary when the form of fitness function is not known (for example, visual appeal or 
attractiveness; as in Dawkins, 1986) or the result of optimization should fit a particular user 
preference.”(Wikipedia) 
One of the most basic levels at which we can trigger the problems of subjectivity and 
creativity in evolutionary design is therefore the one that involves the designer only in the 
evaluation process. It seems to be a restrictive procedure, since the initial population, which 
is the base of all further generations, is provided by the computer and does not reflect any of 
the designer’s preferences. Furthermore, as there is only one basic input which represents the 
base for the whole process, the results (even if differentiated) will be limited to its 
derivatives,  all with similar formal expression. 
An example of a 3d software that uses this approach to genetic algorithms, is the genDesign 
(Bilurbina, 2008). It was implemented in the particular example of a table design, with an 
interface built in Processing, where the user chooses in the beginning the size, height, 
support number and irregularity of the shape, within certain values of each parameter. The 
main limitation of the program stays in the lack of surprise and innovation of the output 
designs. Whether one chooses a simple or complex shape, a smaller or larger number of 
supports, the way the forms are built and combined are similar, regardless of the user’s 
aesthetical preferences. 
 

 
 
Fig. 1 –genDesign outputs 
 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Evolutionary_computation


A step forward in achieving creativity in evolutionary computation is the system in which the 
user is capable of choosing the modifiers applied on the shape.  
An eloquent example of such a system is the one developed by Marin, Bignon and Lequai 
(Marin 2008), which proposes a digital optimization tool capable of evolving an architectural 
form, making use of environmental parameters and human interaction. During mutation and 
crossover, five modifiers are being used: bending, tapering, skewing, twisting and stretching. 
The user has the opportunity to choose the modifiers that would best fit the shape or the 
architectural image he has in mind. This leads to a higher degree of subjectivity, but also 
limits the creativity of the output. Only a certain number of operations can be performed on 
an object, in which mutation and crossover have no relation with the previous choices made 
by the designer.  
 

 
 
Fig. 2 – population example (left) / phenotype-genotype explanation (right)  
 
2. Intelligent systems – the role of machine-learning in creative evolutionary design   
In order to address the design problems in a more precise way, another level of complexity 
can be added to the evolutionary algorithm. In the examples mentioned in the paragraph 
above, the only moment where the designer can inform the automated process is the human 
evaluation part, what appears to be very limiting since the user can only choose between a 
population of fixed solutions. 
An alternative approach is a system developed by Azahar Machwe and Ian Parmee (2006), 
where the computer is equipped with additional intelligence combining two types of 
evaluation: machinery-based solution and user-led subjective evaluation. The user-led 
subjective evaluation is further supported by a machine-based learning system which uses 
Case-Based Reasoning (Mitchell, 1997) to learn the subjective aesthetic preferences of the 
designer.  
An example of a project generated by this system is a 2D bridge design, where the task was 
to span a 100 meter gap and in the same time to fultill aesthetic preferences of the designer 
(Machwe and Parmee, 2005). Due to the subjective nature of aesthetics, their evaluation 
cannot be fully quantified through generic rules, therefore aesthetic evaluation in this case 
takes into account both rule-based and subjective factor of the designer (Machwe and 
Parmee, 2006a). The subjective factor is a fitness assigned by the user (ranking from 0 to 10), 
while the rule-based model incorporates the ability of learning attempted at two levels. The 
first level evaluates the relative difference between the fitness assigned for each type of 
design; the second one assesses what kind of features the user finds pleasing in the different 
designs (symmetry, slenderness ratio a.s.o.). After implementing a fuzzy rule generator, the 
system attempts to build a rule based model of the user’s aesthetic preferences. 
 



 
 
Fig. 3 - Initial population of bridge shapes (left) / Shapes evolved in terms of aesthetics, that reflect the 
aesthetics criteria – spans of a similar size, supports of similar thickness (right) 
 
The results of that project evidently reflect the user’s preferences, however it has to be taken 
into account, that they were simplified for the purpose of the experiment. That simplification 
and categorization of the aesthetic rules that have been coded, seems to be constraining the 
novelty of the final outcome. Since all the proposals have to fulfill the predefined aesthetic 
preferences, the system does not allow for the surprising, innovative and in the same time 
aesthetically pleasing designs. 
In order to capture the search for novelty in the evolutionary process, the system can contain 
one more level of complexity. This appears in the “Digital Clockwork Muse” - a 
computational model of creativity able to evolve graphics according to human preferences, 
which was developed by Rob Saunders and John S. Gero (2001).  
 

 
 
Fig. 4 - An example of a genetic artwork interactively evolved by a human user, that uses mathematics that deal 
with four-dimensional numbers and transforms them into a three-dimensional vectors describing pixel colors 
(left) / A gallery of artworks produced by agents with different preferences for novelty (right) 
 
This model consists of multiple novelty-seeking agents that can assess which of the 
generated artworks can be recognized as creative and used for further search. Those agents 
are capable of learning as they explore the space of possibilities. They learn what the typical 
artworks look like and by comparing them with the new ones they can propose unexpected 
and innovative solutions. Moreover the agents are able to recognize not only which of the 
artworks are new, but also which of them are truly surprising, by measuring the degree to 
which they could not have been predicted from the previous experience. 
The above mentioned project is an example of a well constructed computational model 
implementing the search for creativity, however, by concentrating a lot on that aspect, it is 
less developed in terms of the desired aesthetics. The outcome is surprising and innovative, 
but the only part where the user can inform the process about his preferences is the human 
evaluation, the machine-learning does not concern that issue. 
Both above mentioned attempts show different possibilities of introducing artificial 
intelligence to the evolutionary process in order for it to be able to address complex design 
problems. They succeed in extending the design capabilities of the computer, however they 



still have certain limitations restricting the design procedure. One of those is for instance the 
very initial input, which does not represent the designer’s taste but already imposes certain 
aesthetics and constrains the space of possibilities.  
 
3. Towards complexity – potential of sophisticated systems 
The attempt to surpass the restricting limitations discussed in the above mentioned examples 
led to the need for more sophisticated systems. Indeed, the main limit in the machine-
learning based systems stems in the fact that it still focuses on the late evaluation process. 
However, in order to deal efficiently with the subjectivity matter in computational design, the 
subjective issue of aesthetics should be questioned at its very early stage, i.e. the initial input 
stage. Instead of restricting the aesthetical possibilities with a predetermined input, the 
system would be much more relevant if it could take into consideration an input already 
designed by the designer, according to his/ her personal aesthetical preferences, and could 
work as an innovative design support for the user. 
For example, the system developed by Schnier, T. (1999) shows how to create an evolved 
representation from an initial design and how to use such a given evolved representation to 
create new designs which are still analogous to the input design features. The experiment 
aims at exploring the possibility of generating a complex design, which could be faithful to 
Frank Lloyd Wright’s four Prairie Houses recognizable style. The encoding process of those 
four initial complex designs into a valid genotype for the experiment requires a deep 
understanding of the Prairie Houses in terms of design process and design features. For this 
reason, the encoding process is entirely based on the previous works of Chan, C.S. (1992) 
and Koning, H. and Eizenberg, J. (1981), who analysed the common spatial characteristics of 
Frank Lloyd Wright plans style. A simple representation that is able to represent those plans 
can then be created by using sequences of north-south and east-west unit length vectors. The 
individuals are then generated as a random sequence of basic genes. After a few runs of 
crossover operation, the evolutionary system successfully produced individuals that are 
extremely similar to the initial plans. To achieve more satisfactory results, the designer can 
then specify certain aspects of the new designs with additional fitness functions. The best 
design can be then selected to be manually extended from a floor plan into a three 
dimensional design for a house. To produce more interesting results in terms of creativity, the 
system also allows for a modification of the evolved representation.  
 

 
 
Fig. 5 – System developed by Schnier, T. (1999): The encoding rules based on the works of Chan, C.S. (1992) 
and Koning, H. and Eizenberg, J. (1981) / Creation of a valid genotype / Designs produced using evolved 
representation, with 15 fitness functions / View of the new design, created from the selected floor plan (from 
left to right). 
 
Globally, the complexity of such a system seems to provide a valid tool which produces new 



designs according to a certain input style, but also which leaves room to creativity. However, 
the limit of this system lies in the manual process of defining and encoding a design style or 
features: by defining the aesthetical rules of his/her own design, the designer may at the same 
time restrict the possibilities for any innovative and surprising result. 
The following works bring the discussion to a higher level: in a project developed by Taura, 
T., Nagasaka, I. and Yamagishi, A. (1998), the applications of evolutionary programming to 
shape design, where the initial input is a designed free form shape, are investigated. The 
shape-feature-generating process model is proposed as a supporting design tool for the 
designer: such a system is capable of detecting and manipulating the initial design features in 
order to support the designer in the early design stage. It stores the design characteristics as a 
set of rules by using a classifier system, which is based on genetic algorithm, and later 
evaluates the different shapes in order to check whether the initial features are preserved. The 
generated shapes are compared with existing shapes and the greater the similarity between 
both, the higher the evaluation score for the corresponding set of rules. Such a sophisticated 
system validation proves to be highly successful when at the 200th generation, generated 
shapes are almost identical to the largest shape. 
 

 
 
Fig. 6 – Project developed by Taura, T., Nagasaka, I. and Yamagishi, A. (1998): Cell division model / 
Generated shapes at the 200th generation / Combination of the rules of cell division / Examples of original and 
combined shapes after crossover operation (from left to right). 
 
 It shows that a variety of combined shapes can be generated, with original and sometimes 
exaggerated characteristics. However, globally, the final result remains in this case 
predictable and constrained. This system is indeed competitive in terms of aesthetical matters, 
but to the detriment of creativity and innovation issues.   
Consequently, this system has been further developed by Taura, T., Shiose, T.,Ishida, R. 
(2002). A new method called the strategic shape design method is proposed to help the 
designer develop new designs by combining the primitive evaluation functions and by 
providing new candidates, generated from the resulting synthesized evaluation functions. The 
challenging point in the proposed method lies in the dual way the evaluation function is 
acquired: the evaluation functions are first defined by the computer, from the initial input 
shapes, and then, by the designer preferences. Those two sets are finally double-checked in 
order to ensure that the synthesized evaluation functions do allow for shapes which the 
designer would like.  
 



 
 
Fig. 7 – System developed by Taura, T., Shiose, T.,Ishida, R. (2002): Strategic shape design method structure / 
Two designed initial inputs of a car and a dolphin / Acquired shape generated from the synthesized evaluation 
function (from left to right). 
 
Subsequently, this method not only guarantees the adaptation to the designer aesthetical taste, 
but also allows modifying or merging some of those preferences to propose an innovative 
and surprising design. So far, this system proved to provide the most relevant results in terms 
of both designer aesthetic preferences and creativity issues. However it seems that there is 
still a lot to be explored in order to find an appropriate balance between the automated 
process and the creative abilities of the designer.  
 
 
CONCLUSION  
 
This paper illustrates the issue of aesthetics and creativity in computational processes based 
on the few selected examples, which implement different degrees of subjectivity in the 
evolutionary design. It discusses the respective potential and limits of the implementation of 
aesthetics and creativity into the design process and tends to find a middle-ground that would 
allow for both factors to appear in the design – on the one hand satisfying the aesthetic 
preferences of the designer and on the other hand remaining surprising and unpredictable.  
Due to the progressive development, advancement and complexity of the computational 
processes, they are able to widen or even replace a lot of the human abilities. However, as the 
essential purpose of developing interactive genetic algorithms shows, all the aspects of 
subjective nature in creative design processes still need the designer’s guidance. 
Therefore the search for the optimal balance in terms of the interaction between the computer 
and the designer remains still an area of explorations and potential; which parts of the design 
process benefit best from being automated and which from introducing the unique human 
factor. 
This research has helped us to outline the frames of our design. We are planning to develop 
“an intelligent designing machine" – a robust system capable of designing according to the 
user’s aesthetical preferences. In order to evaluate its credibility, we will construct two 
different systems. Both of them will be able to read a series of initial inputs designed by the 
user and extract their features for further development, while one of them will be also 
capable of machine learning. By comparing the results between both experiments, we will 
achieve even more conclusions, considerations and practical observations that will add new 
aspects to our research. 
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